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NEW ALUMNI: (From left to right): Lyndsie Hosang, GVSU President Thomas Haas and Caroline Insalaco pose for a photo Wednesday, April 19, in the DeVos Center in downtown Grand
Rapids. This year’s Toast With T. Haas event brought in more than 1,400 students who came to celebrate and have a toast of Champagne before graduating in April. GVL | EMILY FRYE

Raising

glass

Graduates toast with GV president for last ceremony before commencement
BY DYLAN GROSSER
DGROSSER@LA n thorn, com

any traditions at Grand
Valley State University
have helped graduates
transition into alumni
and become “lakers for a lifetime.”
The Toast With T. Haas ceremony,
held Wednesday, April 19, saw a re

M

cord turnout of 1,400 GVSU students
who came to celebrate their gradua
tion with GVSU President Thomas
Haas and graduating student senate
president Ella Fritzemeier.
Invitations to the toast, this se
mester hosted in the DeVos Center
Plaza, were extended to all students
graduating this semester to join and
indulge in appetizers and drinks and

discuss their memories of GVSU.
Haas called the winter 2017
graduates part of his “extended
family” and toasted to the diver
sity of the graduating class in their
fields and in their character.
“We want you to come back as
often as you can because this is your
home,” Haas said. “I can’t think of a
better home than Grand Valley with

my extended family right here.”
In his toast, Haas talked about
the best part of his job as presi
dent of GVSU.
“It’s the students that I have the
opportunity to serve and to be with
day in, day out,” Haas said. “It’s about
you guys, and I am so proud of you
individually and collectivelyT
Fritzemeier congratulated and

reminisced with the graduating
class by showing a video highlight
ing the most memorable moments
of their time at GVSU. She talked
about many instances where gradu
ates formed life-changing experi
ences at GVSU, including student
senate elections, Presidents’ Ball and
SEE TOAff | A2

ACCOLADES

Student Life to host award reception
Community Service Learning Center to honor exceptional organization
_________________________ ________________________________

BY DREW SCHERTZER
DSCHERTZER@LANTHORN.COM

RECOGNIZE: Awards are given out during the Student Life Awards Ceremony. This
year’s ceremony will be held Thursday, April 20. GVL I STUDENT LIFE VIDEO TEAM

Every year at Grand Valley State
University, the Office of Student Life
hosts the Student Life Awards Recep
tion. This event recognizes student
organizations and members that have
had successes in different areas.
This year’s reception will take
place Thursday, April 20, in the
Kirkhof Center Grand River Room
from 6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Around 200
people are expected to attend.
“This award ceremony helps to
recognize students for what they
do,” said Tanisha Kuykendall, the
graduate assistant for student or
ganization development at GVSU.

_

“They do so much on campus, and
this highlights some of it.”
The awards range from philan
thropy to sports through 180 nomina
tions, Kuykendall said. Organizations
can nominate members who they
think exemplify the missions and val
ues their organizations embolden. The
GVSU Community Service Learning
Center (CSLC) selects the best nomi
nees through a committee.
“I really want to win a national
championship this year,” said Joey Digiacomo, men’s club lacrosse athlete.
“It would be great for our team to be
recognized by the (CSLC).”
National championship winners
are congratulated on their efforts dur
ing the reception, Kuykendall said.

*
Last year, the women’s hockey team
and the wrestling club won the club
sports of the year, Kuykendall said. Digiacomo said his team hopes they can
hold the honors this year.
The CSLC will also be recogniz
ing faculty, graduates and under
graduate students along with stu
dent organizations. There will be
program awards, individual recog
nition and organizational awards.
The Program of the Year award
will be presented to an organization
that has done exceptional work and
comes with $100 dollars as well. The
Emerging Leader award is for a stu
dent leader who has helped maintain a
SEE

RETIREMENT

Moving on
BY KYLE DOYLE
A SSIS TA N TNE WS@L A N THORN. COM

On the windows outside the
Erederik Meijer Honors College Of
fice at Grand Valley State University,
first-year students within the program
write down on a cloud-shaped piece of
paper what their dreams for the future
are. These clouds are given to those
students when they graduate as a me
mento of what they thought as opti
mistic, bright-eyed, bushy-tailed fresh
men they would be doing in four years.
While the students may be the only

Honors College Director ‘Dr. J’ says
goodbye to program he helped build

ones explicitly writing down their as
pirations like this, the faculty and staff
at the Honors College have their own
visions for the program, too.
Jeff Chamberlain, director
of the Honors College, said his
dream was to sec the program be
come a world-class honors college
that was beneficial for students.
"I would say I’ve managed about
85 to 90 percent of it,” Chamberlain
said. “It’s never 100 percent. Your
dreams have to be bigger than you’re
able to do. My goals, my dreams,
are probably a little bit bigger than

I could have accomplished. I don’t
have any regrets in that regard.”
After the winter 2017 semes
ter, Chamberlain will be leaving for
Florida as he becomes the dean of the
growing Hicks Honors College at the
University of North Florida after 10
years of working and creating lifelong
connections and friendships at GVSU.
Moving from a private college with
a student body of roughly 1,400 stu
dents to a public institution with more
than 23,000 students would be a huge
jump for anybody. And taking over an
honors college with an enrollment al

most the same size of the previous col
lege’s entire student body would be an
especially daunting task.
But that didn’t stop Chamberlain as
he began to build up the honors pro
gram when he came to GVSU in 2007.
And now, after 10 years with
GVSU, the Honors College direc
tor affectionately known by stu
dents, faculty and staff as “Dr. J,”
will be leaving for another honors
college down in Florida, a deci
sion that did not come easily.

SEE HONORS | A2

MOVING ON: Jeff Chamberlain poses
for a photo. GVL | MACKENZIE BUSH
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NEW SCHOLARSHIP ANNOUNCED IN PROVOST
DAVIS’ NAME
At a retirement celebration honoring the legacy of
Grand Valley State University Provost and Executive Vice
President for Academic and Student Affairs Gayle Davis,
GVSU President Thomas Haas announced a new scholar
ship in Davis’ name. The scholarship, entitled the "Gayle
Davis First Generation Endowed Scholarship," will be
awarded to juniors and seniors at GVSU who are the first
in their immediate families to pursue a college education.
The scholarship came as a surprise for Davis at one
of two retirement ceremonies honoring her 15 years at
GVSU. Faculty and staff are encouraged to donate to the
scholarship fund at www.gvsu.edu/giving/Davis.

CELEBRATORY SALUTE: GVSU President Thomas Haas, student senate president Ella Fritzemeier and GVSU alumna Sarah Daniels toast
with the class of 2017 Wednesday. April 19, in the DeVos Center. Toast With T. Haas was hosted to honor GVSU seniors. GVL I emily frye

TOAST
CONTINUED FROM A1

RETIREMENT PLANNING EVENT TO SHOW HOW TO
’RETIRE HAPPY’

Campus Life Night. Fritze
meier and Haas both talked
about the infamous “Wreck
ing Ball” incident in 2013 that
resulted in the art piece being
walled off permanently.
“Its a little surreal that this
week is finally here,” Fritze
meier said. “For some of us, it

"How to Retire Happy and Informed” will be taking
place Thursday. April 20, from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. at
the L. William Seidman Center, Room 1008B. This event
will highlight different ways people can retire sans the
stress that normally comes with the decision.
The seminar will begin with a talk from writer Tom
Rademacher, and representatives from the Social
Security Administration and Advantage Benefits Group
will be there to answer questions.
This event is meant for Grand Valley State University
faculty and staff, who can RSVP at www.gvsu.edu/sprout/.

AWARD
CONTINUED FROM A1

GV SPEECH LAB TO HOST NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF COMMUNICATION CENTERS ANNUAL
CONFERENCE

better community at GVSU.
The Most Improved Organi
zation award is given to or
ganizations that have made
a noticeable change for the
better since last semester.
Kuykendall said a welcom
ing ceremony will take place at
6:30 p.m. Then, the program
ming awards section will start

The Grand Valley State University Speech Lab will be
hosting the 16th annual meeting of the National Association
of Communication Centers, taking place Friday, April 21, and
Saturday, April 22, all day in the DeVos Center.
Communication centers from around the country will be
gathering at the conference to talk about a central topic.
This year’s theme is “More Than a Space:
Empowerment at the Center.” This relates to tne issue
many communication centers have of not having enough
space to adequately meet student needs.
Throughout both days of the conference, presenta
tions will be given based on solutions for expansion, like
adding new buildings, or communication centers expand
ing their message on campus.
Although the event focuses on the growth of oral
speech centers, submissions and presentations from
writing, multimodal centers and peer tutoring centers are
encouraged and welcomed as well.
For more information, visit www.gvsu.edu/speechlab/
nacc2017/.

HONORS
CONTINUED FROM A1

“There’s absolutely noth
ing about the students or the
opportunities at Grand Val
ley that I would want to leave
for,” Chamberlain said. “My
connections with the stu
dents, being able to see these
students have every opportu
nity in the world and be able
to do such amazing things,
that’s hard to leave. That’s re
ally hard to leave.”
His decision comes after
he found himself plateaued,
in a sense, at GVSU. Since
coming here, Chamberlain
has been able to build up the
Honors College to what it is
today, and that’s something
he’s enjoyed doing.
The self-proclaimed builder
doesn’t see himself being able
to do much more at GVSU
but believes the next person to
come in can build off his mo
mentum and the momentum
that is at GVSU both now and
when he originally came to the
university. This same momen
tum is what attracted him to
UNF’s Honors College.
“I’ve kinda plateaued at

GVSU STUDENTS RECEIVE GILMAN SCHOLARSHIP
Nearly two dozen Grand Valley State University
students have been selected to receive the prestigious
Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship for terms
during the 2016-17 academic year to help fund opportu
nities for them to study abroad,
j Jhe scholarships, sponsored by the U.S. Department
of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs,
are awarded to high-achieving students in an effort to
help diversify the students who study and serve intern
ships abroad, as well as the regions where they work and
study.
Gilman Scholars receive up to $5,000 to apply toward
their study abroad or internship program costs. Students
receiving a Federal Pell Grant from two- and four-year
institutions who will be studying abroad or participating
in a career-oriented international internship for academic
credit are eligible to apply.
It is hoped that scholarship recipients have the oppor
tunity to gain a better understanding of other cultures,
countries, languages and economies, making them better
prepared to assume leadership roles within government
and the private sector.
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may be something that we have
waited for with much anticipa
tion. Others may not be ready
to leave just yet.”
Haas also thanked the grad
uates for choosing GVSU as
their school of choice. After the
Lakers toasted with their glasses
of Champagne, the university
cheer team sounded off with
the “Are you a laker?” chant
The toast was organized by

Megan Ellinger, the manager of
student philanthropy initiatives
at GVSU and coordinator of
the Laker for a Lifetime initia
tive. She said the toast has seen
“exponential” attendance since
its inception, with 400 students
attending during the toast last
semester. She said more and
more students are interested in
attending each semester.
“People just love it, to come

and celebrate their final time at
GVSU and get their last selfie
with T. Haas,” Ellinger said.
She said the ongoing theme
of the event is to encourage
graduates to be active after
graduation and be connected
with alumni programs.
“Your time doesn’t end
when you leave Grand Valley,”
Ellinger said. “You’re still a Lak
er for a lifetime.”

up. From there, the CSLC will
recognize certain organiza
tions. Afterward, student orga
nizations that did blood drives
will be mentioned.
The CSLC staff will take this
time to talk about the spirit of
philanthropy, Kuykendall said.
They will talk about which peo
ple individually did the most
hours and then move in the
direction of the sports awards.
Kuykendall said club sports
are recognized with coach

and players of the year first.
Then, national champion
ship winners are recognized.
From there, the organizational
awards section begins.
The
most
prominent
award given out is the She
lia Williams Outstanding
Organization award. This is
specifically for an organiza
tion that has made great con
tributions to the campus and
improved the lives of com
munity members. It is based

on Williams, who is a GVSU
alumna and in her life best
reflected the qualities of the
award that is named after her.
Kuykendall encouraged all
students and faculty to attend
the award reception to recog
nize and showcase the most
positive organizations, gradu
ates and students.

Grand Valley,” Chamberlain
said. “I don’t see, as things are,
I don’t see that I can take them
to another level. I think some
body coming after me can,
(but) I just feel like right now
I’m doing more maintaining
than I am building.”
During his time at GVSU,
Chamberlain helped build up
the Honors College from an
enrollment of 900 students
in the fall of 2007 to roughly
1,800 students in the fall of
2016. He also started new pro
grams within the Honors Col
lege that helped bolster stu
dent success and offer unique
opportunities, such as the
option for honors students to
spend a year abroad instead of
taking the required sequence.
Chamberlain also had a ma
jor hand in how the Frederik
Meijer Honors College ServiceLearning Endowment, which
the college received in the fall of
2008, would be cut up and used
in the honors department. He
used this task to help directly
benefit students, faculty and
staff at the Honors College by
hiring on more full-time pro
fessors and advisers for hon
ors students who needed help
within the program.

Perhaps what Chamberlain
is best known for is commit
ment to students at GVSU.
Students and colleagues alike
remark how dedicated he is to
helping students succeed and
making sure they are doing the
best they can.
Chamberlain recounted the
times he’s helped student both
on campus and off.
“There have been times
when, you know, we had an
episode or something hap
pened with a student and I’ve
driven across the state or I’ve
done things to help students,”
Chamberlain said. “When
you can really help somebody,
when you’re even comforting
makes a difference.”
This commitment has not
gone unnoticed. Jonathan
White, professor of interdisci
plinary studies in the Honors
College and a friend of Cham
berlain, praised Chamberlain’s
commitment to students.
“I don’t think anybody
understands the amount of
time he spends at the Hon
ors College,” White said. “He
is here late, he is here early,
he is always here for stu
dents. He is one of the most
student-centered professors I

have ever worked with.”
The announcement of
Chamberlain’s departure took
many people off guard and left
many with questions about the
future of the Honors College.
White is sad to see him leave
but understands why he is.
“I am extremely happy for
him because he has earned
the right to run an autono
mous college and he has
earned the right to be a dean,”
White said. “He is going to
put the University of North
Florida on the map. On a per
sonal level, it saddens me to
lose a colleague, a friend and
the best boss I’ve ever had.”
Although he will be missed
by many, Chamberlain’s legacy
will long be remembered by
those at the Honors College,
as well as by individuals across
GVSUs campuses. The next
“cloud” message Chamberlain
writes will be one that strength
ens another Honors College,
the same way he did GVSUs.
“There are a lot of pieces
of (leaving GVSU) that are
really difficult,” Chamberlain
said. “But, you got to make a
break sometime.”
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CLUES ACROSS ANSWERS PG 12
1 Hindu social class
6. Hassles
12. Pillsbury best seller
16. Midway between S and E
17. A President’s 1st address
18. The 24th state
19. Atomic #18
20. Most abundant mineral in
the body
21. Golf score
22. 14th Greek letter
23. 12th Greek letter
24.4-stringed
Chinese
instrument
26. Order of the British Empire
women
28. Watering places
30. Atomic #58
31. *__death do us part
32. Radioactivity unit
34. Consumed food
35. Six (Spanish)
37. Hosts film festival

CLUES DOWN
1. A member of the clergy
2. Gangster Capone
3. The brightest star in Virgo
4. Starkist's Charlie
5. Amount of time
6. Loaner
7. Prefix denoting ‘‘in a”
8. 2nd largest Tunisian city
9. Schenectady Hospital
10. Toward
11. Totaled
12. As fast as can he done (abbr.)
13. Nonfeeding stage for insects
14. Old Irish alphabet
15. Brings out of sleep
25. Old Spanish monetary units
26. Roman God of the
underworld
27. Pouch
29. For all ills or diseases
31. Jewelled headdress

CWIU3IO

39. S.W plateau
40. Made of fermented honey
and water
41. Et-__
43. College army
44. Rower petals
45. Assist
47. An open metal dish
48. And, Latin
50. Supreme singer Diana
52. Gaelic name (morning)
54. Expresses pleasure
56. Overdose
57. Spanish be
59. A border for a picture
60. Doctor
61. Ancient Egyptian sun god
62. Lansing is the capital
63. Clothed
66 In contact with the surface
67. 70 year olds
70. Wall bracket for candles
71. Metrical romance (archaic)

33.
36.
38.
39.
41
42.
43.
46.
47.
49.
51.
53.
54
55.
58
60.
64.
65.
68.
69.

Hostage for Pythias
Midway between E and SE
Financial gain over time
Tunes
In a way, ricochets
Direct a weapon
Stood forelection
Harm to property
Plate for Eucharist
Monarch's ceremonial seat
Southeast Asia Treaty
Organization
A nostril
___Adaba
Without (French)
Wound fibers to make yam
Nothing more than
Political action committee
Fail to keep pace
Personal computer
Indicates position

•• •

•
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History of Zumberge Pond
Where the fish came from, how many and what species
BY JESS HODGE
ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM

Zumberge Pond. Nearly
every student at Grand Val
ley State University walks
near it, sits on the steps next
to it or takes a nap in the
hammocks beside it. How
ever, most students do not
know the history behind the
pond, and its inhabitants.
Some students have
speculated there may not
be any fish, or there might
only be a few. Rumors have
circled that the fish die off
each winter and the uni
versity has to constantly
replace them.
Ken Stanton, the land
scape operations supervi
sor for GVSU’s Facilities
Services, said there are
plenty of fish in the pond
which are there as a result
of construction about 10
years ago and have been
there ever since. Inside
the pond swim around 650
fish. There are largemouth
bass, bluegills and a few
perch as well.
Stanton said it all started
with a building addition to
Kirkhof Center. As a result
on the construction, there
was some run off that mud
died up the water. That, in

turn, started to kill the fish
in the pond. Soon, a team
had to go into the pond and
scoop the dead, floating
fish out of the pond.
“It killed off the fish
(because) it took the oxy
gen supply out of the wa
ter,” Stanton said. “There
was probably 50 or so fish
dying off because of that.”
Stanton said they waited
until the project was complete
and then they contacted a
company in Grant, Michigan
that does work with ponds.
They
concluded
it
would take about 650 fish
to restock the pond, even
though a pond of that size
could hold up to 1,000 fish.
In addition to the bass,
bluegills and perch, min
nows were also purchased as
a foraging food for the fish.
“We don’t feed them, it’s all
natural, as far as them (find
ing food),” Stanton said. The
only treatment for the pond
is a weed treatment, Stanton
said, to keep the weeds from
overgrowing.
Not only did GVSU pro
vide new fish, but it also
provided new technology
to help the fish survive the
harsh Michigan winters
and the sizzling summers.
There are aerators that

keep weeds down and pro
vide additional oxygen for
the fish. They are taken out
when fall season rolls around.
For winter, there were
bubblers installed. These

are closer to sidewalk and
they bubble water and pro
duce oxygen - and prevent
that portion of the pond
from freezing over.
“It’s been pretty successful,”

Stanton said. “It’s been nice
to see and know that we were
successful in our endeavor.”
Stanton did warn stu
dents they are not allowed
to fish from the pond. Al

though there are fish, fish
ing is strictly prohibited
and students are subject
to punishment if they are
found fishing.

ENJOYING THE WILDLIFE: Students gather around the Zumberge Pond to enjoy the warm weather Wednesday. April 19. There are about
650 fish in the Zumberge Pond including largemouth bass, bluegills and perch who feed on minnows and crayfish. GVL | KEVIN sielaff

FITNESS

GV staff, students to participate in Gazelle Girl run
BY JENNA FRACASSI
JFRACASSI@LANTHORN.COM

The Gazelle Girl run is
an event designed to honor
women and celebrate Title
IX. It is an all-women race,
offering 5K, 10K and half
marathon distances.
Gazelle Sports is hosting

the event to raise money for
women’s charities, promote
women’s health, enhance
community
partnerships
and build relationships.
This year, the Grand Val
ley State University Health
and Wellness Department
partnered with Gazelle Girl
and formed a mentorship

program between faculty,
staff and students.
“What (GVSU) did is
they got some faculty and
professors to register, and
they offered to pay the en
trance fee for students who
wanted to register as well,”
said Tylee Bush, a junior
at GVSU who will be run

ning in the event this year.
“Then, they paired togeth
er two to three students
with one faculty member
so that they could train to
gether throughout the sea
son and get ready for the
race together.”
Bush said she found out
about the races when she saw

FEMALE FRIENDLY: Gazelle Girl run participants run in the 2016 race through the streets of Grand Rapids. This year’s race, which is an all
women race, will take place Sunday. April 23, and will offer a 5K. 10K and a half-marathon race. COURTESY | GAZELLE GIRL half marathon

ENVISION A

again this year.
“You could kind of pick
(how to train) based on
what you were going for,”
Langejans said. “If you really
wanted to beat a personal re
cord or whatever, you coxild
run a harder training sched
ule. Every week, there were
workouts that were sent out
through the training pro
gram that got progressively
longer depending on your
distance. There were some
fun days built in, cross-train
ing days built in, but you
could kind of make it what
you wanted it to be as well.”
Bush said although the
training was intense at
times, preparing to run in
Gazelle Girl has been a very
rewarding experience.
“It’s been really great to
help me just get focused on
my running, and it’s been
keeping me accountable J
and staying on top of how
many miles I get in every
week, so it’s been really
good for me personally in
that way,” Bush said.
Late registration for the
event extends to Saturday,
April 22, and the event will
take place Sunday, April 23, in
downtown Grand Rapids.

GOTO:
http://blt.ly/2pDGyLz
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a flier in the Fieldhouse. She
said her training team is made
up of her, two other students
and a faculty member.
Kay Hart, the office co
ordinator for the human
resources department at
GVSU and a member of the
GVSU-sponsored
Gazelle
Girl team, said the training
experience has been great at
keeping her motivated.
“I have learned so much
about the positive influence
Gazelle Girl has on women
and the idea that we, as wom
en, are a great support system
for each other,” Hart said via
email. “It’s pretty empowering
to know that in some small
way you can make a differ
ence, not only in the life of
someone else through moti
vation and encouragement,
but in that you receive the
same motivation and encour
agement from them as well.”
Hart said GVSU Health
and Wellness interns led
training sessions for the
team every Tuesday. Prepa
ration for the event started
in February, with differ
ent workouts scheduled for
each week. There are in
dividual training plans of
fered for all three distances.
Sarah Langejans, a ju
nior at GVSU, participated
in the Gazelle Girl run last
year and will be running

That is a 32% savings due to our
energy conservation projects and
procedures over the past 15 years!

Report Coordinators j'QA/QC
eting {Information Technology
i careers at www.mplresearch.com
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

henever people
ask me how
long I have
been working
at the Lanthorn, I laugh, be
cause the truth of the matter
is, its hard for me to remem
ber when I didn’t work for
the paper. In fact, I wrote my
first article before I had even
started classes at Grand Valley
State University. Four years
and approximately 1,000 cups
of coffee later, here I am, get
ting ready to say goodbye.
From news writer to news
editor to associate editor to
editor-in-chief, I feel like I’ve
seen it all I’ve seen cars spon
taneously burst into flames in
the parking lot, I’ve seen lights
go up on 48th Avenue and I’ve
seen the Lanthorn staff grow
and change throughout the
years. Even though it’s always
sad when a Lanthorn group
leaves, it’s even cooler to get to
see what we do and where we
end up after graduation.
People joke about hav
ing “work husbands” and
“work wives,” but at the Lanthom, we’re a “work family.” I
know that sounds cheesy and
groan-worthy but I think all
families are a little cheesy
and groan-worthy.
We have the sports edi
tor who is the little brother
of the operation. Running on
their own time and coming
up with headlines that really
push the limits, you can’t help
but love their creativity. Then
we have the arts and enter
tainment and laker life editors
who are the older sisters of
the show. Though they only
publish once a week, they
are really what keep us sane.

W

By Jayme Madison
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A family
operation
BY HANNAH LENTZ
EDI TORIA L@LAN THORN. COM
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I here’s also the layout and
photo team who are definitely
the fun older cousins that we
all strive to be like but aren’t
nearly as talented as. Then
the news editor. Stressed to
the max and always in work
mode, the news editor is the
mom that makes sure ev
erything happens when it’s
supposed to happen. The as
sociate editor is the cool aunt
that helps you through the
hard times, buys you a beer
and helps you get back up
and at it. Last but not least, we
have the business and adver
tising departments who are
the ambiguous dads in the
background. You’re not com
pletely sure what they do or
how they do it, but it’s always
done in the same way with
minimal mistakes. And then
there’s me. Who am I in this
family mix? I guess it depends
on who you’re asking.
Though most of the
Lanthorn staff is graduat
ing this semester, I hope
you remember us fondly.
Whether you’ve seen us
eating our weight in tacos
at Main Street’s 50 cent taco
night or watched us strug
gle through trivia night at
Peppinos, we sure did have
a lot of fun. It was an honor
to serve the GVSU commu
nity and we hope that you
enjoyed this past semester
of the Lanthorn.
As I get ready to hand
the operation over to Emily
Doran, our next editor-inchief, I can’t help but be ex
cited. Sad that this amazing
organization will no longer
be a daily part of my life, but
excited to see where things
will go. I wish the next Lan
thorn staff all the luck in the
world and I know that they
will do a great job.

S
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Let’s stop career shaming people

BY SHAE SLAUGHTER
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

If you’re reading this you’re
probably in college, went to
college or are at the very least
visiting a college campus. But
why? My guess is that you, like
myself, want a better future, an
awesome career or just more
in your life. You have goals and
that’s awesome. Maybe you
want to be an astrophysicist,
an accountant or a professional
violinist. Maybe you just want
to own 12 puppies and drink
moscato (shyly raises hand).
Either way, your goals and
your choices are valid. Some
how people seem to forget
that. I often hear others career
shaming’ people for choosing

to not go to college, for picking
an ‘artsy’ major, or for a whole
wealth of other reasons. Let’s
take serving for an example.
I have been serving for
about three years, and I’ve
worked at a couple of differ
ent establishments. Serving
well-done steaks to people who
proceed to throw peanuts on
the floor and tell me “a win
ning lottery ticket” when 1 ask
if there’s anything else I can get
them isn’t really my thing. For
me it’s a means to an end. That
being said, I have co-workers
who have been at that same
establishment since it opened.
Serving equates to great money
and flexible hours, so why not?
Occasionally customers will
come in and tell servers to “get
a real job” or ask “what do you
actually want to do?” Yes, re
ally, random strangers have the
audacity to say these things.
First off, good luck getting
your food if all of us servers
went and got ‘real jobs’ In fact
our jobs exist because you
want to go out to eat, you’re
welcome. Second, maybe this
is what I want to do. Maybe I
like working nights and always

seeing new faces, maybe I like
the service industry.
This same attitude carries
on to other professions too.
I know that this negative at
titude is not something only
placed on servers. Let’s take
custodial staff for example.
Garbage collectors, janitorial
staff and people with similar
professions seem to have
some stigma placed on them.
They supposedly have a job
that ‘no one wants’ I think
most people mean that they
themselves don’t want it.
Once again, this field exists
out of a need presented by us
lovely human beings. We’re
messy, and in public places
many people are inconsider
ate too. Shout-out to all of you
people who throw popcorn in
movie theaters, or leave your
paper towel on the bathroom
floor. Someone has to clean it
up, and I’m guessing if you al
ready threw it, it won’t be you.
Looks like those people have
a steady career and therefore
definitely make more money
than I do, so props to them.
The last area of the work
force that I want to discuss

are all of the artsy people
out there. All of the English
majors (because same), and all
of those who like experiences
better than textbooks. If I had
a dollar for all of the con
cerned looks I’ve gotten about
my future career plans I would
be paying my tuition off much
more easily. To me, money is
not everything, happiness is.
Could I have been an engineer
with a much more lucrative
career? For sure. Would I have
hated it? For sure. The same
goes for many of us artsy
people. Stop judging us just
because finances and stabil
ity aren’t our first concern, to
each their own right?
Unless you have inherited a
lot of money, chances are you’ll
have to work, well all have to
work. The workforce isn’t black
and white though. We all have
different strengths, weaknesses
and goals. Make your own
choices and make yourself
happy first. Serve milkshakes,
paint like Picasso, or do your
neighbor’s taxes. Do what
ever makes sense to you. Your
choice isn’t wrong, the people
who judge you are.
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Love in relationships

WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Lant • horn, n. [old English]
Lanthorn is two syllables,
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in midto-late 16th century Europe. It
was constructed of leather and a

single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way.”

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn’s opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only,

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn’s
YourSpace page by emailing
community(a>lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editorial(®lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

BY KELLY SMITH
ED! TORIA L@LAN THORN. COM

What do you look for in
a relationship? Is it someone
who shares many of your
interests? Is it someone who is
willing to put their needs aside
for yours? Is it someone whom
you’re willing to spend the rest
of your life with? Love can be
complicated, and it’s important
to understand what love is in
order to have a good relation
ship with someone.
I’ve written about what to
look for in a good relationship

with a significant other, but
I’m currently taking a course
on critical interpretation, and
for the last few weeks we’ve
been discussing love in today’s
society. There are many differ
ent viewpoints concerning love
and the countless ways that
people show it. One person
might shower a loved one with
gifts, while another will show
their affection by doing some
thing special. Someone else
might show their love through
commitment and concern.
There are many ways in which
people show love, but is every
form of “love” legitimate?
I believe that true love
comes from a deep and power
ful care for someone, as well
as a genuine concern for their
wellbeing. When I say true
love, I’m not specifically talk
ing about romantic love, which
is the most common form
that’s associated with the word
love today. I mean general love,
which includes love for family

EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

has been greatly romanticized
in modern America. People
often look for love in this way,
which greatly differs from the
more traditional form of love
in which marriage was often
arranged by parents.
I’m certainly not saying that
we should go back to having
our parents choose our spouse
for us, but if you’re focusing so
much on the romantic parts of
love, how do you know your
relationship will last? I guess a
better way to ask this question
is this: when you find some
one whom you have feelings
for, are you really in love with
them, or are you simply in love
with the infatuation and enjoy
having the “butterfly” feelings?
I’m not telling you how to
love someone, because there
are different ways to love dif
ferent people. When it comes
to something as grand and
complex as the topic of love,
you really have to ask yourself:
“How am I showing my love?”
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members, friends, and even
humanity in general (though
that one can be a bit scary
sometimes).
I won’t act like I’m perfect at
loving others with such strong
feelings. In fact, I don’t really
engage with others unless I’m
in the mood, or they look like
need help. Still, it’s certainly
been something that’s made
me think quite a bit recently.
To what extent do you show
your general love toward oth
ers? Would you call it love or
just simply respect?
There are different opin
ions about what should and
shouldn’t be considered love.
I don’t want to get into them
too much, but an interesting
point this brings up is what
people today typically look
for in a relationship. One
of the excerpts I read in my
critical interpretation class,
the first five pages of “The Art
of Loving” by Erich Fromm,
talks about how the word love

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Supply chain management
HOMETOWN: Lansing. Michigan

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Information systems
HOMETOWN: Hudsonville. Michigan
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ENTERTAINMENT

Action
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRA DY@LAN THORN. COM

With magic, it must be
believed to be seen.
As part of the annual Laker
Traditions ExtravaGRANDza,
the weeklong event at Grand
Valley State University to pro
mote the Laker for a Lifetime
initiative and honor graduat
ing seniors, Spotlight Produc
tions hosted magician Daniel
Martin Monday, April 17, in
the Cook- DeWitt Center.
Martins “Incredible Magic,
Sarcastic Improv & Cons” has
been featured on CBS, NBC
and ESPN. Having performed
thousands of magic and standup events worldwide, Martin
was also named the 2015 “En
tertainer of the Year” by the
Campus Activities Magazines
Readers’ Choice Awards.
Emily Sergent, the spe
cial events co-chair for
Spotlight Productions, said
a great thing about Martin
was that he brought a lot of
joy and high energy into his
magic and comedy acts.
“The comedy side of him
was wonderful,” she said. “He
loves our campus, he loves the
students here, and having him
with us has been such a great,
great time. We would love to

have him back in the future.”
Standing center stage in
the Cook-DeWitt Center,
Martin looked out and inter
acted with some of the stu
dents in the audience, mak
ing jokes about the perils of
college and even inviting a
few of the students onstage to
help with several of his tricks.
“I won’t sing, I won’t
dance, I do one thing that
I do really well, and that’s
mag-ish,” Martin said over
the laughter of the audience.
“Let’s get started right now.”
Beyond doing his own
spin on the standard card
trick and disappearing act
with inanimate objects and
people, Martin also dem
onstrated his impressive
pickpocketing skills.
Having been “arrested”
by his grandparents at the
age of six for pickpocketing,
Martin demonstrated how
to outwit his target using a
student from the audience.
Taking a dollar from the
volunteer, Martin seemingly
hid the note in a small enve
lope and placed it in the volun
teer’s wallet, then zipped it up
in the student’s pants pocket.
“One of the steps is to make
them as uncomfortable as pos
sible,” Martin said, as “Hello” by
Lionel Richie started playing

Spotlight Productions hosts magician
Daniel Martin to finish off semester
and the audience started laugh
ing and the volunteer started
edging away. “He’s also watch
ing what I am doing, so you
have to distract him heavier.”
By making him uncomfort
able and telling stories, to the
general amusement of the audi
ence, Martin revealed his pick
pocketing skills. In addition to
pickpocketing the dollar, Mar
tin also continued to pull out
the volunteers student ID, his
cell phone and his credit cards
throughout the rest of the show.
As part of the finale, Mar
tin used three two-dollar
bills that his grandfather left
for him in his wallet after he
passed away and called an au
dience member’s grandmoth
er on the phone and success
fully guessed what card she
was thinking of using another
hand written note his grand
father had left in the wallet.
“With his pickpocket
ing skills, I was blown away,
and the card trick at the end
with his grandfather was
like ‘wow,’” Sergent said.
“I’m starting to believe in
magic because of him.”

GOTO:
http://bit.ly/2oQrBWD
FOR MORE INFORMATION

SLEIGHT OF HAND: Daniel Martin uses a student in one of the first acts of his magic show in the CookDeWitt Center Monday, April 17. Martin was hosted by Spotlight Productions. GVL | hannah zajac
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GV community to celebrate end of semester with ‘LakerFest’
BY DESTINY JONES
DJONES@LANTHORN.COM

GETTING GOOFY: Students enjoy the LakerFest activities Tuesday, April 21, 2015. This year, the event
will be co-hosted by Laker Traditions and Spotlight Productions. COURTESY I SPOTLIGHT PRODUCTIONS

As the end of the school
year approaches, the tradi
tional LakerFest carnival is
set to take place at Grand
Valley State University as
part of the Laker Traditions
ExtravaGRANDza. Spotlight
Productions is partnering
with Laker Traditions to put
together this free event as
a way for students to have
some fun before the stress of
final exams and last-minute
projects starts to pile up.
LakerFest will be held
Friday, April 21, from 12
p.m. to 4 p.m. on the Kirkhof Lawn. During this event,
students can expect to be
entertained with inflatables,
music, food and more.
“LakerFest is our end-ofthe-year carnival just to cel
ebrate the fact that we made
it through the year once
again,” said Emily Sergent,
the special events co-chair
for Spotlight Productions.
Sergent said LakerFest
has been providing an av
enue for students to have
some fun before hitting the
books and studying for fi
nals for several years.

“I believe this was one of the
original events started by Bob
Stoll (associate dean for Stu
dent Life) back in 1983 when
we were founded,” she said.
Sergent said the organizers
wanted to keep the tradition
alive because students love it
“They get to have fun and
take their stress out on the
obstacle courses, have some
free ice cream and just have a
good time before they get re
ally stressed out,” she said.
Sergent said Spotlight
Productions partnered with
Laker Traditions because of
budgeting. With the help
of Laker Traditions, the
student organization has a
greater amount of money to
provide students with enter
tainment at the LakerFest.
“Since this is a traditional
carnival every year, and they
are Laker Traditions, we
thought it would be a good
way to join forces,” she said.
Sergent said Laker Tra
ditions provides a lot for
the event by bringing all
the food, bringing the bal
loon artist and more.
“They’re great to have
on our team because we
can always use the extra
help,” Sergent said.

Greg Ziegenfelder, member
of the laker Traditions team
and co-coordinator of the Ex
travaGRANDza, said the Laker
Traditions team puts on 10
events throughout the year and
this is the last one of the year.
“It’s basically like a big party
for people for getting through
the year,” Ziegenfelder said.'
“It’s the end of the year cel
ebration. (People) have been
working hard all year, so this
is a way to celebrate your hard
work and getting good grades.”
Spotlight Productions and
Laker Traditions will both
contribute elements to Laker
Fest in a collaborative effort.
“Spotlight brings things
like inflatables and charac
ter artist,” Ziegenfelder said.
“We’re bringing things like
food, yard activities, bal
loons, water and things.”
Sergent encouraged stu
dents to attend LakerFest.
“Students should come
just because it is for them,”
she said. “They always need
a break, and this is a way to
kind of take a Friday, come
to LakerFest, have some fun
and get free things. We’re
putting it on for them.”

ECO-FRIENDLY

Making ‘going green’ personal
GV organizations to host ‘sustainable practices’ event
BY MEGAN WEBSTER
M WEBS TER@L A N THORN. COM

Grand Valley State Univer
sity is an institution that takes
great pride in its sustainability
practices. From LEED-certified buildings, an emphasis
on recycling and the handful
of sustainability groups on
campus, GVSU makes an ef
fort to ensure that the campus
is environmentally safe.
Given how prominent
the concept of sustainabil
ity is at GVSU, students may
be wondering how they can
become more sustainable in
their everyday lives and go
about their daily routines
while being as environmen
tally smart as possible.
To examine how GVSU
practices sustainability and
how individuals cart do the
same, the Community .Ser
vice Learning Center (CSLC)
and the Student Environmen
tal Coalition (SEC) will be
hosting an event titled “GVSU
Sustainable Practices” Thurs
♦ ♦ ♦♦

day, April 20. During this
event, which will take place
from 9 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the
Holton-Hooker Learning and
Living Center Multipurpose
Room, the CSLC and SEC
will be teaching sustainable
practice for everyday living.
Katelyn
Tomaszewski,
current treasurer and future
president of SEC, said this
event would allow students
to become more knowl
edgeable about sustainabil
ity in relation to body care,
whether they are on campus
attending classes or at home.
“We’re going to teach
them how to have a sustain
able lifestyle in general,” To
maszewski said. “We’re going
to focus on body care. We’re
going to give them differ
ent recipes and show them
different products they can
make completely natural and
safe for the environment.”
In order to achieve this
goal, the event will have sev
eral different activities so the
participants can learn how

to be as sustainable as pos
sible in different aspects of
their lives. Following a short
presentation, there will be
an interactive tutorial on
how to sort between trash,
recycling and compost, as
well as several food-related
activities that will allow the
students to learn the best
way to feed their bodies nat
urally and dispose of food
in an effective and environ
mentally friendly way.
Tomaszewski said this
event is open to all students
who wish to learn more
about different ways to be
come as sustainable as pos
sible in their everyday lives.
“Were trying to reach out to
more students,” Tomaszewski
said. "We want to get a broader
variety of students engaged in
the sustainable community.”
In an effort to help stu
dents realize that sustain
ability can be fun, easy and
applicable in everyone’s
lives, the SEC is putting on
this event to promote sus

tainability and provide an
opportunity for students to
volunteer with other orga
nizations.
“We’re an outlet to help stu
dents connect more with the
sustainability community on
and off campus,” Tomaszewski
said. “We facilitate volunteer
opportunities through the
Green Team, Farm Club, West
Michigan Environmental Ac
tion Council and just really get
students involved on campus.”
Tomaszewski said even
though this time of year can be
busy for students with the end
of the semester and final ex
ams, everyone is encouraged
to come out and learn more
about sustainability. There will
be pizza served at the event.
If students would like to
learn more information about
this event, they can visit www.
gvsu.edu/events/gvsu-sus
tainable-practices-1/. Infor
mation about the SEC or the
Green Team student organi
zation here on campus can be
found on Facebook.

FRESH: Austin VanDyke sets out some peppers at the farmers mar
ket in Parking Lot G Wednesday. Sept 7. 2016. GVi I LUKE holmes
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PREPARATION

Tips to do well on your finals
Study in intervals

It s aim* >st finals, and
• you re Pressed. Muvbe
you Haven’t been study •mg as much as you
sh< arid be. < »r maybe you
tee! prepared.
hither way, Its still

n’t pull an allihter

Dont try to sit in.
y* »ur desk chair tor eight
houn straight because: it •
probably won’t go well.
Studies has t shown that
if you study , without any
distractions, for a solid *•
20-25 minutes and then
take a quick 5* 10 min
ute break; for a scroll
throughi Twitter or a
snack, it’ll maximize the
intormation intake.

£ important

corntsdovvn to the final
exam, that final paper
V or the last porttbH* >, you
■ hail it.
q
I leri are our ups for
aemg vmi/ finals week at
Grand \ alley State Uni■V. versify;

We’ve all* thought
about it, and m« c< >liege
students have pulled an
all * nighter. 1 i< iwever, it is
n<4 good tor you. Don’t
doftTWher* you pull an
all nighfer, the functions
of your reasoning and
your mcfiipiy Are nega
tively affected.

Create your own
study guide

I hey. are no doubt
probably being bom
barded with questions
and frantic kids looking
to get their grades up.
or do extra credit. Hut,
schedule a meeting with
them, even if its just for
five minutes. Ask. them
questions about the way
the exam will be struc
tured, what things you’re
concerned about and
if you should quickly
read over your textbook
again. Hopefully they’ll
lx.- forthcoming arid
and
he
happy to help/
help.1

Prioritize what sub
ject you need to study
arid hbw much time
•you'll spend studying
It H help you feel more
relaxed *1 k! yoii’11 know
that you have a slottedtime to study for client
jslryor l.nglish.

Mayl*y your profey
*-v*r fray outlined ;« study
. guide but that isn't the
- »ndAii in. all - , vvlkn
;i ; i omes to studying
vl.jybf you know Half of
fh« tilings on that study
..guide, but things that
aft /it on if require more
of your attention. C.ater
■jr »ur st udy guide to cori
tent you aren't HK> per
*erit confident in.

Study for the style
1ft he test is going to
be all inultiple choice,
itiake sure ymicHffeTthe
Way you study than if it
An - iiy Quizzing
yourself in that style will

. Start early (AKA
right now)

.

Don’t wait until you

mfri cause that amid be
i. y jy. yck dhe earlier your
start, the more inhrjrma*
yi y tioii you t an soak m be
'~K' 'Mr the filial AJitift this ¥
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v
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reach out lo your
sor iir j lassTTi;iles with
iny questions about the

v

••tv-

.

•
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brain food
mate study
ots

poni u. mufl>hk
i,
Pont just mumble
^
answers Ut
to your own
mvn
y
..; S .

Sifting in one place
for long hours can make
.
.
.
you fed
feel restless, mired
bored
7 .
. , ..
and aggravated. Move
.
>7h
,
,
.
nil iuiil; iiwui>uiii iihirt

V
.quiz
questions to
to you!
you I
*iuiz qucR§Uft$
self. When you teach infll
reading rooms upstairs
oth< r. (whetht i they’re Hi mm*
()r,
move Iron) your bed
I.. »,........... ...
... iw.ll .1 l.,.ln.
listening
or not), it helps
t*> the couch, just a sim
your brain remember
pie move can help restinformation better. Talk
your mind and make
ing and saving things
you feel like you’re mak
out kind will also help
mg profess.
you figure out what you
■*%&:■■
still don’t fully under
pgip
stand and shpuld kwik
into a little bit more
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•
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I his is especially help
ful for visual learners.
1 )raw a flow chart, make
a graph *>r just draw y*>ur
photosynthesis process
inside a flower. Ihese
can help you relate the
concepts together and
understand the overall
meaning of the informa
tion you’re taking in.
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1 his only, applies to
certain people and cer
tain situations Maybe
you have a tight knit
group of people who
all study the same way
and are up to speed on
the information - these
people can lie helpful.
However, don't get to
gether with people who
will d*> more harm to
your studying than help.
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you walk into the class
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room.
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urgantze a group
study session
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We all hear this and
laugh, because how can
college students . stay
well-rested even when .
it isn’t finals week? I his
i> where the planning
vvill come in handy.
When y ou plot out what
hours of the day vvill be
for your business final
and the other for your
writing portfolio, you’ll
realize you have plenty'
of time to get at least six
hours of sleep.

Studies have shown
that cardio improves
your memory. It also
gives you more energy
to do some more study
ing. It doesn’t have to be
far long, and you don’t
have to run a marathon.
. Do a, quick jog around
the library or run to your
mailbox and back. You’ll
Feel refreshed and ener
gized for more studying.

Heet with your
professor/ TA
Create a study
schedule

yy

ell-rested
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you should do it. lucre
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are plenty ol cheap loods
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locus on your studies
while not getting hungry
during the process.
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ry time you finish
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5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Monday, April 24
Maryktema
Pew Library

FINISHING STRONG: Sluder*, worW inside the Mary fdema Pew Library Wednoiday, March 29. Finals week at Grand Valley State
is from Monday, April 24 to Friday. April 28 The library hosts events to help students with finals. GVi I hannah zajac
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5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Tuesday, April 25
Steelcase Libr

5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Thursday, April 20
Library at CHS
■wSSl
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ACADEMICS

Brain food
The best (and worst) foods to eat before finals
Food. We can t live without it, especially during finals week. Eating the right foods can
help you focus more during the actual test and eating properly leading up to the exam can
help your information intake.
Here are the foods you should eat and the foods you should avoid when studying for
finals and taking your test:

Good Food

Food to Avoid

Look
for
protein-rich
food. It helps increase
your mental awareness
and can help your focus
while taking a test.

Carbohydrates make you
feel more relaxed than
alert, so eating them the
day of the test is not rec
ommended.

• Eggs
• Nuts
• Yogurt

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cottage cheese
Fish
Walnuts
Blueberries
Sunflower seeds
Flaxseed
Dried fruits
Figs
Prunes
Raw carrots
Bell peppers
Brussels sprouts
Spinach
Broccoli
Asparagus

T_—

•
•

•
•

HARD WORK PAYS OFF: GVSU students Callie Spytman (left) and Lee Hewson (right) study together
for their class examinations in the Mary Idema Pew Library Tuesday, Oct. 11. 2016. GVL | SARA CARTE

Best study spots on campus
It’s time for finals and you’re ready to study. You have your snacks,
you have your study guide, and you have a new pack of highlighters
ready to go. Now, where should you go to do your best work? Yes,
we have a beautiful library with tons of space, but that isn't the only
place for you to buckle down and study. So, we’ve compiled a list of
the best study spots on campus.

Cookies
Cake
Muffins
Food with refined
sugar
Foods that contain
protein and starch
Turkey (it contains
an amino acid that
makes you sleepy)
Sugary drinks
Alcohol

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-------------------.

•

•s.-TT:

Niemeyer Reading Room
Steps on Zumberge Pond
Hammock basically anywhere on campus
Next to Argo Tea in the library (if you don’t mind
a bit of background noise)
On the roof of the library (weather pending)
Reading Room in the library (for those who prefer
a quieter study space)
Seidman House
Individual study rooms in the library
Rooms above the Connection (plenty of white
boards to write on)
Editing suites in Lake Superior
Case rooms in Lake Ontario (if there isn’t a class in
there)

r^T-
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Exam cram
r-

:

Pancakes with the President:

Friday April 21

j

Sunday April 23

Monday April 24

9-llam Alumni House

LakerFest:

West Michigan Therapy Dogs .

12-4pm Kirkhof Lawn

5-7pm Frey Library at CHS

ThinkFast:

12-2pm Kirkhof Lounge

Chair massages:

7pm Holton-Hooker MPR

Chair massages: 12-3pm Kirkhof

Outdoor Movie

West Michigan Therapy Dogs:

(Star Wars: Rogue One):

5-7pm Mary Idema Pew Library

7-9pm Mary Idema Pew lowest
Zumba:7pmRec Center Dance

Sleep and stress screenings:

9pm Zumberge Pond

omedy Cram: 9pm Kirkhof Pere Marq
Room 2204

Glowga (Yoga):
7pm Kelly Turf Building

Fight stress with coloring:

a

6-llpm Mary Idema Pew Library
Knowledge Market

;
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Tuesday April 25
Chair massages:
West Michigan Therapy Dogs:

12-3pm Mary idema Pew Library

5-7pm Steelcase Library

lowest level

Chair massages:

Fight stress with coloring.

6-9pm Mary Idema Pew Library

6-llpm Mary Idema Pew Library

lowest level

Knowledge Market

Fight stress with coloring:

6-llpm Mary Idema Pew Library
Knowledge Market

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!

Fight stress with coloring:
6-llpm Mary Idema Pew Library
Knowledge Market
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SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL AUDITIONS CALLING
ALL THEATER ENTHUSIASTS!
Auditions for the 2017 Grand Valley State University
Shakespeare Festival production The Tempest will begin
Sunday, April 23, from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Performing
Arts Center on the Allendale Campus.
Swing by the Louis Armstrong Theatre box office
located in the Performing Arts Center or email Jack Lane
at lanejack@gvsu.edu to secure an audition spot.

TEACHER SEARCH 2017 AT GV
As graduation day for many is quickly approaching,
the Michigan Teacher Fair co-sponsored by Aquinas
College, Calvin College, Cornerstone University, Hope
College and Grand Valley State University will host a
variety of opportunities for students to talk to profes
sionals and find a potential job.
This event Tuesday, April 25, facilitates a network
ing opportunity with possible teacher candidates
and Michigan schools. The event will take place in the
Eberhard Center from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., with no pre-regis
tration required. Parking is available located in the Fulton
Lot, with an overflow in the Seward Lot if necessary.

‘IT’S ON US' DENIM DAY CAMPAIGN
In support of victims of sexual assualt and rape, the
campus "It’s On Us” intitative invites students to wear
jeans Wednesday, April 26, to for awareness to prevent
and respond to sexual assault and rape.
The first Denim Day in Los Angeles started in April of
1999, after a victim of sexual assualt lost her court case
due to wearing “tight jeans." Supporters resiseted in sup
port of the victim by wearing jeans to work, which ever
since became “Demin Day” and the inspiration behind it.
For more information, contact Ashley Schulte at
schulash@gvsu.edu.

GV SURPLUS STORE TO HOLD OPEN HOURS
Selling reused and repurposed items to students,
faculty and the Grand Rapids community, the Grand
Valley State University Surplus Store will hold open hours
Wednesday, April 26, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Many repurposed and used university items will be
sold in store and online for less than the original price.
Anything from a Apple products, to furniture and even
office supplies can be found at this sale.

GV League of Legends team wins
third place in national competition
BY RILEY COLLINS

RCOLLINS@LANTHORN.COM

When Grand Valley
State University’s League of
Legends team walked into
Colombia College’s “Mid
west Campus Clash” event
and gaming expo, they had
a new kind of sport stadi
um experience.
The event, held Saturday,
April 8, hosted multiple uni
versity teams that battled for
cash prizes and the title of
Campus Clash Champion.
For Keegan Biegalksi, the
competitive team manager,
it felt almost like a profes
sional sporting event with as
much as $15,000 at stake.
The team entered a giant
stage equipped with monitors
for the players and cameras set
on them for others to watch.
The amount of people that at
tended to watch these teams
battle, Biegalksi said could give
any regular collegiate sporting
event a run for its money.
Young kids attended with
their parents and enthusias
tic students lined the seats to
watch the next generation of
college sports work their magic.
After battling four teams,
including the University of
Michigan and Maryville Uni
versity, GVSU placed in the
overall semi-finals, winning
$2,500 in cash. For Biegalski,

this was the most rewarding
competitive experience he has
had since being a physical ath
lete in high school—and now
he is getting paid to do it.
“1 like competing as a
team. In high school the
best part of it was being on
a sports team: having bud
dies, having fun together
and winning,” he said. “I can
compete again and I love it.”
For Biegalski and fellow
team member Drew Schertzer,
competing on GVSU’s League
of Legends’ “A team” has meant
a chance to keep playing a
group sport competitively, and
avoiding the injury concerns
and high team fees that come
with being a college athlete.
“It’s definitely going to
be impacting my college ex
perience a lot because prior
to the club, I quit playing
sports,” Schertzer said.
But it is not all a breeze,
this sport is all about in
tense mind games and high
pressure. There is no con
fined playing space and no
telling where a game will
end up. But, both Schertzer
and Biegalski would not
have it any other way.
“We always play on the
same map but every game
is different. It’s cool to do
different things all the
time,” Biegalski said.
Although
there
are

more collegiate League of
Legends teams than many
people realize, it is tak
ing some universities a
long time to catch on and
recognize them as regular
college sports. All of the
teams that GVSU battled at
Colombia University were
riding on full scholarships
or sponsorships in order to
play at such a high caliber.
Despite the unique sta
tus as an unfunded and
unsponsored college team,
Biegalski is seeking spon
sorship to keep the play
and cohesiveness of the
team consistent.
After all, he said, they are
playing at the same caliber as
teams riding on full scholar
ships for their gaming talents.
They want to have the jerseys

and gaming devices that rep
resent their quality of play and
their university.
In the near future, Bie
galski is looking forward to
sponsorship opportunities
and the day when his new
sport is a common across
U.S. colleges. Though there
are no more competitions
in the near future for the
team, they will be back
next year, ready for a new
battle and more late nights
doing what they love.
“We’re just a group
of friends that play this
game,” Schertzer said. “My
favorite part is that (we’re)
a group of friends playing
against people who are do
ing this every single day
and are going (into) profes
sional playing.”

COMPETITION: The GVSU League of Legends team poses for a pho
to at the "Midwest Campus Clash." COURTESY | LEAGUE OF LEGENDS

STUDENT ORGS

Drag club to host ‘De-stress Dragapalooza’
BY TY KONELL

TKONELL@LANTHORN.COM

With finals approaching, a
night of community and qual
ity entertainment is a welcome
idea. With this in mind, the
DRAG QUEEN: Chris Royer in makeup. COURTESY | RACHEL BRITTON

QuU4 IWW
I am a television actor born on

Grand Valley State University
drag club is taking initiative
Wednesday, April 26, to host an
amateur drag show.
The show, called “De-stress
Dragapalooza,” will take place
in the (^ook-DeWitt Center at
8 p.m. and will feature GVSU
students who are in the drag
club as performers. The club
hopes hosting an event like the
drag show will raise student
spirits during exam week.
“It’s a benefit, having some
thing where people can relax
and enjoy some entertainment
to de-stress from finals,” said
Eric Lacerna, vice president
of the club. “Everyone needs a
break from working so hard.”
Apart from reducing stress,
some members of the club be
lieve attending the show will
simply provide a fun night of

free entertainment.
“I think, first and fore
most, that it’s really enter
taining and people have a
lot of fun both perform
ing and watching,” said
Chris Royer, president of
the club. “It’s a good atmo
sphere to be around.”
Moreover,
executive
board members of drag
club said performing is a
way to express the artistic
parts of their personalities.
“The reason, I think,
that I kept up with it for so
long is the creativity aspect
of it all,” Royer said. “Not
only doing my makeup and
making my costumes, but
also the creativity that goes
with performance art.”
For members of the club,
drag is a long-time interest

and having the organization
available on campus allows
for building the craft.
“I first got interested in drag
when I saw my first episode of
Ru Paul’s Drag Race during my
senior year of high school,”
Lacerna said. “I started doing
it during the past fall semester,
so I’m still learning and devel
oping as a drag queen.”
Providing an open fo
rum, executive board mem
bers believe performing
drag may open dialogue
around gender identity.
“There’s a big culture around
it, and there’s a lot of conversa
tion around campus about gen
der and those kinds of topics,”
Royer said. “I think those are
so important, and I think drag
kind of incorporates aspects
outside of the gender binary in
a way that is celebratory.”
More than just speak
ing, some participants in the
club said performing drag
allows a person to explore a
different gender identities.
“It a healthy space to try
a gender presentation that
you may not have tried be
fore,” Royer said. “People are
cheering you on, and it’s a
way to try presenting differ
ently to see if you like blur
ring the lines of your gender.”
Royer got into drag per
formance due to his love of
anime conventions, and said
his first time being in drag
was in the summer of 2015.
“My friend got me all done
up because I had no idea
what I was doing,” he said
between laughs. “We went to
Rumor’s (night club) karaoke
night and nobody was there,
and it was so much fun.”
However, it was said that
drag is not fun and games
all of the time.
“I usually panic in the
middle of doing my make
up, even if I’m like halfway
done,” Royer said. “You’ve
got to get real ugly before you
get cute, but the sheer panic
really pulls me through it.”

April 8,1960 in New York. I played
Clark Kent’s father in a TV series, but I
am best known for wreaking havoc
in the General Lee with my brother
“Luke Duke."

ONLINE ONLY

University
Counseling
Center to host
sleep and stress
screenings
BY ASMLYN KORlENEK
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LIPOVSKY EARNS THIRD
CONSECUTIVE GLIAC
PITCHER OF THE WEEK
AWARD
After winning both of her
starts last week, Allison Lipovsky
of the Grand Valley State softball
team won her third consecu
tive GLIAC Pitcher of the Week
award. Lipovsky allowed only one
run in 14 innings in the Lakers
four-win weekend.
In her first start of the week
Tuesday, April 11 against St.
Joseph’s, Lipovsky allowed one
earned run on three hits in a 7-1
win. She recorded a career-high
13 strikeouts while walking only
two batters, but her career-high
mark lasted only three days.
On Friday, April 14, Lipovsky
bested her previous career-high
strikeout mark with a 15 strikeout
performance against Northwood.
She recorded the highest strike
out game for a GVSU pitcher
since GVSU Hall of Famer Jen
Rivera (formerly Jen Mackson)
struck out 18 batters against
Mercyhurst in 2004.
She allowed only three hits in
the contest while again walk
ing only two batters. The Lakers
went on to win the game 3-0.
Lipovsky now leads the GLIAC
with 58 strikeouts in conference
games. She is second in the
league with 124 total strikeouts,
six shutouts and a 1.32 ERA.

GVSU OUTDOOR TRACK
AND FIELD EARN TWO
GLIAC FIELD ATHLETES OF
THE WEEK
After weekend meets, two
Grand Valley State track and field
athletes represented the Lakers
as GLIAC Field Athletes of the
week. Samora Nesbitt won Men's
Field Athlete of the Week while
Dajsha Avery won Women’s Field
Athlete of the Week.
At the Beach Invitational
hosted by Long Beach State,
Avery placed sixth in the shot
put with a throw of 15.26 meters.
The throw earned her the top
distance in the GLIAC this season
and the fourth-best mark in all of
Division II.
At the Bryan Clay Invitation
hosted by Azusa Pacific, Nesbitt
placed fourth in the triple jump
with a distance of 15.67 meters.
The mark broke the GVSU record
in the triple jump and set the top
mark in the GLIAC this season. It
was the third-best distance in all
of Division II.

GV pitching staff bolstered,by five transfers

KINGS OF THE HILL: (Left to right) Grand Valley State baseball pitchers Tate Brawley, Ryan Arnold, Noah Lamboley, Jake Mason and Grant Peters. After ace Kyle Law
son’s season ended after Tommy-John surgery, the five transers have stepped up to fill the hole left in the Lakers’ pitching rotation this season. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF
BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICK(ctLAN THORN. COM

After the 2016 season,
the Grand Valley State base
ball team returned only one
starting pitcher that exceed
ed 40 innings pitched, Kyle
Lawson. The GLIAC AllSecond Team selection led
the team in innings pitched
the previous season.
In the first game of the
2017 season, Lawson took the
mound and cruised through
the first three innings, allow
ing only one run and two hits
with six strikeouts. He start
ed the fourth inning with two

more strikeouts.
On pace for a dominating
start, he left the game in the
fourth inning with an appar
ent arm injury. In the next
couple weeks, Lawson re
ceived Tommy-John surgery,
officially ending his season
and leaving a large hole to fill
in GVSUs rotation.
Filling that hole has been
a collective effort by Ryan Ar
nold, Jake Mason, Grant Pe
ters, Tate Brawley and Noah
Lamboley, the five transfer
pitchers GVSU brought in
during the offseason.
All five pitchers spent two
years at their respective junior

VARSITY SCHEDULE
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BASEBALL

Saturday, TBA at Hillsdale
(Doubleheader)

Sunday, 1 p.m. vs. Hillsdale (DH)
SOFTBALL

Saturday, 1 p.m. vs. Lake Erie
(DH)

Sunday, noon vs. Walsh (DH)
TRACK AND FIELD

Friday, all day at Al Owens Classic
Saturday, all day at Al Owens
Classic
MEN'S GOLF

Frlday-Sunday at GLIAC
Championships (Nashport, Ohio)
WOMEN’S GOLF

Frlday-Sunday at GLIAC
Championships (Nashport, Ohio)
MEN’S TENNIS

Frlday-Sunday at GLIAC
Tournament

In baseball, spending one
or two seasons at junior col
lege after high school is not
uncommon. GVSU currently
has 16 players on the roster
that transferred from JUCO.
“I think JUCO is a step
ping stone,” Brawley said.
“You know what you have to
work on and you have two
years to improve yourself to
get to this level. We didn’t
take it for granted.”
After spending two years
at Kellogg Community Col
lege, Brawley transferred to
GVSU and currently sports a
2.48 ERA with a 4-0 record in
29 innings pitched.

All five of the transfers
came from successful junior
college programs. That expe
rience gave GVSU coaches
the confidence to call on them
early in the season.
“When we’re going out
and looking for transfer pitch
ers, we like guys who have
competed for good programs
who have already had suc
cess,” said GVSU coach Jamie
Detillion. “Knowing that they
went there, they competed,
they’ve done well, that gives
us all the confidence in the
world that they have the abilSEE PITCHERS | A10

SOFTBALL

■

GVSU’S GUCKIAN NAMED
GLIAC GOLFER OF THE
WEEK
For the first time in her
four-year collegiate career, Julie
Guckian of the Grand Valley
State women’s golf team won
the GLIAC Women’s Golf Athlete
of the Week award. Guckian shot
a one-over par 145 at the JBMF
Cavalier Classic Monday, April 10
and Tuesday, April 11.
Guckian finished with six bird
ies and 24 pars over the two-day
tournament.
She propelled the Lakers to
a 14 stroke-win over Northern
Michigan and Ashland. The
Lakers shot a collective 299 in
the second round to finish with a
total score of 608.

colleges due to high school in
juries or to gain two years of
collegiate baseball experience
that would not be available at
the Division I or II level.
“One, it’s a cheaper route
for classes and stuff like
that, and also being able to
play for two years instead
of sitting on a bench and
redshirting,” Mason said. “I
think you get more out of it
playing for two years.”
Mason, a transfer from
Sinclair Community Col
lege, has pitched 44 in
nings this season, record
ing a 3-3 record with a 5.32
ERA and 38 strikeouts.
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GV brings win. streak to double digits with wins over Aquinas
ROLLIN’: Senior Kelsey Dominguez warms up in the outfield before the start of an inning last season against Walsh. The Grand Valley State softball team brought its
win steak to eleven straight games after sweeping the Aquinas Saints with a 2-0 victory and an 8-0 mercy rule victory at home Tuesday, April 18. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
SPORTS(a)LANTHORN.COM

It was only the bottom of
the fifth inning. Freshman
Kayla Plastiak stepped up the
plate with two runners on base
and a 5-0 Grand Valley .State
lead over the Aquinas Saints.
Plastiak chopped through the
ball like the stroke of an axe,
sending the ball over the left
centerfield fence.
Unbeknownst to her, that
ended the game—8-0 by mer
cy rule.
“I didn’t even know it was
gone, to be honest,” Plastiak
said. “I started getting really
close to (junior catcher Jessica
Ramos) and I was like, ‘What
just happened?”’
That clinched GVSU soft
ball’s 11th win in a row, in a
streak that started Sunday,
April 2. The 8-0 win over
Aquinas was preceded by a
2-0 win in game one of a dou
bleheader the Inkers played
with the Saints at home Tues
day, April 18.
During
the
11 -game
win streak, the lakers have
pitched seven shutouts and
allowed just 10 runs. The last
two times the lakers notched
double-digit win streaks in
a season (2016 and 2013),
they advanced to the College
World Series.
The streak comes after the

lakers (23-15, 9-5 GLIAC)
had an uncharacteristic start
to the season. After losing
only 13 games all of last sea
son, this year’s team had 13
losses just one month in. The
Lakers said to get back to their
winning ways, they first had
to remember how to have fun
playing softball.
It looks like they figured it
out.
“I would say that were
feeling pretty good,” Plastiak

said. “Obviously at the begin
ning of the year we started on
a low. But as soon as we hit
our high point, we just started
riding it out, so I’d say we’re
feeling perfect to be honest.”
The first NCAA Division
II Regional rankings came
out Wednesday, April 19, in
which the Inkers were ranked
ninth. The top eight teams at
the end of the regular season
advance to regionals.
Game one of the double-

header with Aquinas was
uneventful through the first
five innings. The teams had
only combined for five hits,
and only one player had
advanced past second base
up until that point—senior
Jenna Lenza advanced to
second after senior Ellie Balbach was hit by a pitch.
Enter the bottom of the
sixth. Senior Janae Langs was
hit by a pitch, sophomore Teagan Shomin singled, and then

sophomore Shannon Flaherty
landed a perfect sac-bunt to
advance the runners to sec
ond and third.
That set up senior Kelsey
Dominquez, who cracked a
double down the left field line
to score both runners for a 2-0
(JVSU lead and the first runs
of the day. The Saints were
able to get out of the inning
without further damage.

SEE SOFTBALL

Food Outlet
“Nam* Brand drocmrimm ml OvarMook Prlomm"

Meet Melissa. Full-Time Mom.
Full-Time Employee.

Ybu could not ask for a better company to work for. You
can make a career for yourself. I am proof of that.
We’ll be doing interviews at our new
Allendale location (former Save-a-lot building) on
Thursday, April 20 from 10am - 3pm
4965 Lake Michigan Drive
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Ultimately unknown
GV Ultimate Frisbee club havi ng success, seeking exposure
BY JACOB ARVIDSON
JARVIDSON@LANTHORN.COM

Freshman handler Jarret Basset gets the disc just
across midfield. Looking
up, he can’t find a team
mate and elects to pass the
disc back five yards to se
nior cutter Zach Jawahir.
The pass to Jawahir gives
freshman Preston Saycocie
the chance to break free from
his defender in the end zone.
Seeing Saycocie break free,
Jawahir zips a 35-yard pass
ahead of his teammate. The
weight and speed of the pass
is perfect, meeting Saycocie
in the back corner of the end

zone with just enough time to
keep his feet in bounds.
Saycode’s score would put
the Grand Valley State mens
club ultimate team ahead of
Ferris State 6-2, a lead they
would build upon in the sec
ond half as they cruised to a
17-7 win over the Bulldogs
Monday, April 17.
The GVSU Ultimate Fris
bee team has placed in the
top three of its two most re
cent tournaments, beating
out almost 60 other teams
on each occasion. The recent
success has allowed the Lak
ers to reach their first top 100
ranking in the club’s history,
establishing themselves as

the second-best team in the
Great Lakes Conference.
Ultimate Frisbee is a
sport that is self-otficiated.
That means the players call
their own fouls and rulings
during the run of play. If
a player goes to throw the
disc and the player’s arm is
slapped by a defender in the
process, the offensive player
needs only to say, “foul,” and
play will restart with the of
fensive team still in posses
sion.
The self-officiation creates a
brotherhood amongst ultimate
players of different teams. Fol
lowing the game against Ferris
State, both teams gathered at

midfield in one big group hud
dle, laughing and bonding over
the sport they all enjoy.
But the idea of not having
an objective rules official pre
siding over the game can cause
some to criticize the sport.
“ I hat’s a big knock on the
sport,” Jawahir said. “It definite
ly takes away from the credibili
ty for a lot of people. They don’t
think you can have a competi
tive sport with winners, losers
and champions without a ref’
Ultimate must also fight
misconceptions about the
sport, a struggle recog
nized by the GVSU squad.
“A lot of people think it’s
disc golfT said senior handler

Ryan Muliett. “They don’t
understand that it’s not just
throwing a Frisbee back and
forth. Everyone out there is
actually athletic and we do a
lot of running and training
and conditioning for this. It’s
more legit than people think.”
Once the players step foot
on the field, all the criticisms
and misconceptions go out
the window. The thrill of the
game and the love of the sport
trump everything else for the
Laker players. The thrill be
comes even more exhilarating
when someone makes a layout
defensive play. The spectacular
display of defensive athleticism
doesn’t happen all too often,

but when it does, it’s special.
“Hype ones happen very
rarely,” said senior cutter
Phillip Zauel. “But when you
or your teammate lays out
and knocks down a pass, it’s
such a cool feeling. You know
it was a big play and you also
know it looked sweet.”
GVSU’s triumph over Ferris
will give the Lakers momentum
heading into the conference
tournament in Byron Center,
Michigan Saturday, April 22.
However, the bigger moments
will come Friday, May 5 and
Saturday, May 6 as the squad
heads to the regional tourna
ment in Fair Oaks, Indiana.

MAKING HISTORY: Aaron Reiss (18) gets ready to throw the frisbee during the Ultimate Frisbee game against the Ferris State Bulldogs Monday, April 17. The Grand Valley State men's Ultimate Frisbee team has
reached their first top 100 ranking in the club’s history after seeing establishing themselves through recent success in the past tournaments, where they placed in the top three both times. GVL I Mackenzie

PITCHERS
CONTINUED FROM A9

ity to come here and succeed.”
From the first day of fall
practice, the five pitchers
connected based on their
similar backgrounds.
“I can definitely relate to the
things that they went through
because we have the same
background,” Peters said.
Peters, a transfer from
Owens Community Col
lege, has six appearances
this season with one start
and 11 strikeouts.
“There’s definitely a bond
with the JUCO kids,” Brawley said. “We’ve been through
it. It’s a whole different life
being JUCO.”
“JUCO is very laid back,”
Arnold said. “It’s not that we
didn’t work hard, but you
got your stuff done and you
did your thing.”

Arnold spent two seasons
at Lincoln Land Community
College before relocating to Al
lendale to suit up for the Lak
ers. He holds a 4.27 ERA with
a 3-2 record and 43 strikeouts.
Advancing to a Division
II program had its challenges
with a change in atmosphere.
JUCO baseball is its own sub
culture with players that know
they will only be on the team
for a maximum of two years.
“You go from practicing
in a basketball gym and then
you go to the Kelly building,
all turfT Brawley said. “There’s
way more opportunities in Di
vision II than in JUCO.”
Although it took time
to adjust, the five transfers
benefitted in the offseason
learning from pitchers like
Lawson who have been in the
program for a season.
“He’s the ace so you
looked forward to him hav
ing a great year his senior

year,” Arnold said. “Him get
ting hurt was a big surprise.”
After the injury, the five
pitchers were forced to figure
out Division II baseball with
out the experienced ace helping
them along the way.
“When he went down,
the one strong senior in
our starting rotation, it al
most felt like we lost some
of the leadership,” Mason
said. “Observing how he
goes about his work and
how he dominates batters,
I feel like we had to figure
that out for ourselves in
stead of getting a chance to
watch it which was tough.”
With only two other return
ing starting pitchers on the
staff, the transfer pitchers were
thrust to the forefront to receive
more starting opportunities.
“I think we were all
hyped about the opportunity
though,” Lamboley said. “We
were excited to move up and

take those roles. I think we
all really wanted to be start
ers and got that chance.”
As a transfer from Parkland
College, Lamboley is 4-1 on the
season with one save in 30.1 in
nings pitched.
With more experience,
the five transfers are improv
ing with each start. Last week
in two doubleheaders against
Ashland and Lake Erie, Ar
nold, Mason, Brawley and
Lamboley all won their starts
giving up no more than four
runs in each start.
“It starts and stops with
pitching,” Detillion said. “If you

can keep runs off the board,
you have a chance to win. His
torically, we’ve always hit a little
bit better as the year goes along.
“A lot of our success from
here on out is going to be solely
dependent on our pitching.”
The Lakers currently sit tied
for fourth place in the GLLAC
with 12 games remaining. With
little room for error, every
game is vital if the Lakers want
a chance at the GLLAC title.
“We still have to do what
we’ve been trying to do all year,
just give the team a chance to
win,” Arnold said. “If we do
that, then that’s a job well done.”

bush

At the center of the success
the rest of the season will be the
five JUCO-transfer pitchers,
all coming from similar back
grounds and arriving at GVSU
to achieve the same goal: to win
ball games.
Regardless of results, the five
pitchers will always have the
bond of experiencing JUCO
baseball before suiting up in a
Lakers’ uniform.
“You can take the boy out
of the JUCO, you can’t take
the JUCO out of the boy,”
Lamboley said.

MAKING AN IMPACT: (From left to right) GVSU pitchers Noah Lamboley. Grant Peters. Jake Mason. Tate
Brawley and Ryan Arnold pose for a photo together Tuesday. April 18 after practice. GVL | KEVIN sielaff
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Let us know
where you land.
Watch your GVSU email for your personalized
survey. Visit our website for more information
and the benefits of survey participation.

GrandUlley
State University
Career Center

gvsu.edu/firstdestination

Sophomore ace Allison
Lipovsky had been perfect
through the first six innings,
and she would be perfect again
in the seventh. She recorded
three straight strikeouts—all
of which were on swinging
strikes—to end the game. Li
povsky ended the game with
just two hits allowed, 10 strike
outs and no walks.
Asked if she thought she
did well, Lipovsky was com
pletely honest.
“Overall, no,” she said. “I
think that I made a couple mis
takes, but I made adjustments
going into different at-bats.
I think that as the week pro
gresses I’m going to be working
on everything.”
GVSU coach Dana Callihan
said Aquinas’s approach at the
plate lent itself to Lipovsky’s
lights out performance.

“She’s been really consistent
on not getting in trouble in the
count, getting ahead of the bat
ters,” Callihan said. “Aquinas,
they were free swingers, so that
helps a little bit because the ball
does move and she’s got the
pop on the ball. When they go
up there swinging, it’s going to
work to her advantage.”
Lipovsky
(10-3)
has
been named GLIAC Pitcher
of the Week for the three
straight weeks and has
struck out 10-plus batters in
each of her last four starts.
In game two, Plastiak’s
three-run home run capped off
an easy win for the Lakers. The
Lakers outhit the Saints 12-3
as a team. Ramos went 1 -for-2
with two RBIs. Freshman Kelcie LaTour, Balbach and Fla
herty each added an RBI. I^nza
recorded her 20th double of the
season. She is two away from
tying the Gl.IAC record for a
single season.
Junior pitcher Allie Grys (5-

1) pitched all five innings, al
lowing three hits and recording
one strikeout.
For the rest of the season,
the Lakers have three home
doubleheaders left with Lake
Erie (Saturday, April 22),
Walsh (Sunday, April 23) and
Ferris State (Friday, April 28).
They close out the regular
season on the road at Saginaw
Valley State Sunday, April 30,
for a make-up doubleheader
after it was originally post
poned due to weather.
The I-akers plan to continue
just having fun.
“Everybody’s pulling their
share,” Callihan said. “They’re
hanging in there from a men
tal standpoint and that’s big.
They’re not giving up on them
selves if they get down in the
count or if something bad hap
pens. We’re bouncing back.
“That’s what we expected all
along.”

♦ •♦
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BASEBALL

‘Doing their jobs’
BY BRADY MCATAMNEY
BMCATAMNEY@LANTHORN.COM

The Grand Valley State
baseball team won both
games of a Wednesday dou
bleheader on the road against
the Ashland Eagles Wednes

day, April 19 by scores of 11 -7
and 14-8. With the victories,
the Lakers have swept the
season series with Ashland
after winning two games the
previous week at home.
GVSU (24-14, 12-8 GLIAC) scored in every frame

except for the first and sixth
innings during game one,
including a 9-2 stretch be
tween the second and fifth.
Tate Brawley (5-0) collected
the victory, finding his form
after allowing two first inning
runs. He pitched sue innings,

allowing four runs on sue hits
and racking up five strikeouts.
“It felt good. The first in
ning was a little rough for
me. I settled in and mixed
up my pitches well and trust
ed my defense behind me,”
Brawley said. “I just settled

EXECUTION: Josh Smith nails a double. GVSU men’s baseball faced off against Ohio Dominican in a double header. The Lakers won both
games in their double header on the road against the Ashland Eagles by scores of 11-7 and 14-8 Wednesday. April 19. GVL I LUKE HOLMES

GV sweeps
doubleheader
over Ashland

down and started working
guys back, mixing it inside
and out with my fastball. It
surprised them, they weren’t’
really ready for it.”
In game two, AU jumped
out to an early 4-2 advan
tage, but a monster fourth
inning yielded ten runs for
the Lakers, aided by a pair
of two-run bombs from Seth
Johnson and Anthony Villar.
“We had a slow start to
the first game but in the
second inning of the first
game we started putting
good swings on them. It
was just a carry-over of
what we were doing all day
long,” said GVSU coach Ja
mie Detillion. “Everything
was rolling and we put
some balls in the gap, guys
were doing their jobs. The
hitters executed and put
runs on the board. It was a
huge inning.”
Noah Lamboley (5-1) se
cured the win, throwing five
innings and allowing five
earned runs while compil
ing one strikeout with no
walks. The bullpen slammed
the door shut on the Eagles,
pitching four innings and
allowing three runs while
striking out six. Brendan
Nearing threw two scoreless
innings, punching out four
batters and walking none.
The Lakers had 16 base
hits in the second matchup

including seven for extra bas
es. GVSU totaled 25 runs on
29 hits in the two games-the
most in a single doubleheader
all year for both totals.
“I think that it was just ev
erybody trusting each other,
knowing that nobody had to
get the big hit made it easier
to get the big hit, if that makes
sense,” said Josh Smith, who
contributed five hits and four
RBIs. “We trusted each other
to do our jobs and once you
take that pressure off your
self, knowing you don’t have
to be this big hero, everyone
steps in and plays their role.”
With the wins, the Lak
ers remain tied for fourth
in the GLIAC with Tiffin
and four games back of
Walsh and Northwood.
“It really doesn’t matter
who we play, its all about
us. I think we’re a pretty
confident team and when
we execute quality pitches
in the right count, we’ve got
the talent to win,” Detillion
said. “I feel this should be
the norm, it doesn’t matter
who’s in the other dugout.”
Next up, GVSU will hit
the road for a four game
home-and-home with the
Hillsdale Chargers (19-19,
12-11) beginning Saturday,
April 22. Both teams will
head to Allendale for two
more Sunday, April 23.

LACROSSE

‘Searching for answers’
GV blows halftime lead in 13~© loss to Seton Hill
BY ROBBIE TRIANO
R TRIA N0(d)LA NTHORN. COM

When any team is strug
gling to perform to their
potential, normally a coach
will solve the team’s perfor
mance questions and hope
fully provide answers to im
prove on moving forward.
But for Grand Valley State
women’s lacrosse coach Alicia
Groveston, her team only left
her with questions after the
Lakers allowed nine secondhalf goals in their 13-9 loss
against Seton Hill (Pennsylva
nia) at home Tuesday, April 18.
The Lakers (4-7) came out
the gates playing some of their
best ball of the season, estab
lishing an early 6-4 lead by the
end of the first half. However,
the second half was a different
story as the Griffins (8-6) took
advantage of the laker squad
by scoring six unanswered
goals and never looking back.
“In the locker room I talked
about how I have questions
and how I am searching for an
swers,” Groveston said. “I have
questions about where we dis
appeared in the start of the sec
ond half. I also have questions
on where that grit and fire went
when we played almost lights
out, perfect lacrosse in the first.
“Whatever took over
in their brain, it must’ve
been a sudden lack of
confidence or that we just
stopped playing to win.”
"The Lakers only needed 17
seconds for freshman Sarah
Stagaard to put the game’s first
goal on the scoreboard after
an assist by sophomore Kelley
Fitzgerald. Five minutes later,
Stagaard tacked on her second
goal of the contest to give the
Inkers a 2-0 lead.
Seton
Hill’s
offense
brought the score to a 2-2 tie
by passing until the ball found
a crease in Laker defense.
Junior
Meggan
Loyd
weaved her way through the
Griffins’ defense, finding an
open shot and the back of the
net to give the Lakers a 3-2 lead.
That lead only lasted for 34 sec
onds as the Griffins retaliated
back, taking a 4-3 lead with 13
minutes left in the half.
Willed by precise pass
ing and open looks in front of
the net, Loyd tallied two more
goals to her day’s total. Fresh

• • ♦♦

man Abbi O’Neal closed the
half with another goal to create
the Lakers’ 6-4 first half lead.
“It was a back and forth
battle and we were able to
have the fire to hang in there,”
Groveston said. “Defensively,
we were getting some knock
downs to get our offense
some opportunities that we
capitalized on immediately.”
However, the Lakers’ sec
ond half performance had
Groveston wishing that the
game ended at halftime.
Seton Hill’s offense came
out firing in the second half,
scoring six unanswered goals
to establish a 10-6 lead with
only 15 minutes remaining.
Not only were the Griffins
dominating the hustle play
category, including gathering
10 more second half ground
balls than GVSU, but the Lak
ers lacked the effort and con
sistency they showed earlier.
“We just had more heart in
the first half’ Loyd said. “I don’t
know where the disconnect
happened when everybody
stopped working together.”
Loyd ended the Griffins’
streak of offense by scoring her
fourth goal of the day, cutting
the Seton Hill lead to within
three. But the Lakers found
themselves victim to the Se
ton Hill offense as the Griffins
scored 34 seconds later.
By the end of competition,
the Griffins earned their 13-9

victory, handing GVSU its
eighth loss of the season. Junior
Meghan Datema scored the last
two goals for the Lakers.
Coach Groveston isn’t
one for excuses, but found
herself resulting to them
as answers after her team’s
head-scratching second half.
“Honestly, I think we were
just tired,” Groveston said.
“We got a little impatient
when we got tired because
we were thinking ‘oh my god
let’s get a quick score’ so we
can go back to the draw circle
rather than waiting for the
opportunity that’s available.”
With only three games
remaining in the regular
season, the Lakers are aware
they need to make some
drastic changes to their
team, on and off the field.
“We have immense tal
ent. We have the ability
to score, and we have the
ability to stop the other
team from scoring. What’s
missing is I think internal,”
Groveston said. “It’s not
even being physical or the
X’s and O’s of lacrosse.
“The best teams are the
teams that are selfless and will
do anything for the teammate
next to them. I don’t know if
we have that emotion right
now so we need to find that.”
The Lakers hope to rebound
against GLIAC rival McKendree at home Sunday, April 23.

TALE OF TWO HALVES: Meghan Datema controls the ball and sets up a play during the game versus
Northern Michigan. GVSU lacrosse team lost to Seton Hill 13-9 Tuesday, April 18. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to lawns.
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Interested in working for the Lanthorn? Check
us out on Laker Jobs for the following positions!

Writers
Photographers
Advertising Executives
Craphic Designers
And more!
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Reflection
Beau Troutman - Sports
editor
My first interview for the
Lanthorn was with the adviser
for the dub cricket team at
the Bitter End Coffeehouse in
Grand Rapids. That was some
time in June of 2015.
Now, in two weeks, my
status as college student will
change to college graduate
(hopefully, anyway).
I remember that inter
view like it was yesterday:
I, the aspiring sports writer
on his first assignment, was
diving in head first into the
intricacies of cricket—how
is it played? Who started the
club? How do you recruit
members? What is a wicket?
The adviser enthusiastical
ly filled me in on the details
over the sound of Frank Sina
tra playing on the speakers
and the aroma of coffee in
the air. That sounds cheesy
as Hell, but I can’t help but
be nostalgic and gushy about
that moment. It was my first
time as a real “journalist.”
I’ve covered many different
sports for the Lanthorn. I’ve
been to Baltimore and Canada
for this job. I’ve edited many
stories. I’ve missed a few dead
lines. And now its done.
Covering GVSU athlet
ics was a privilege. GVSU

has a nationally recognized
football team, and I was given
exclusive access to it. We got
a monolith-sized video board
in Lubbers Stadium my senior
year. I got to watch Martayveus Carter run for long touch
downs and Bart Williams
throw bombs to Urston Smith
over the backdrop of Laker
Nations cheers. The best part?
I was paid to do this.
Football gets all the at
tention. Club or varsity, all
of GVSU’s sport, teams were
always willing to talk Every
one was a class act. Week in
and week out, people saw the
recaps and feature stories in
the sports section. What they
didn’t see was all of the funny
moments—the off-the-record
moments. I’ve seen coaches
cry. I’ve seen a coach break a
binder. I stole free food with a
tennis player’s parent one time.
That doesn’t makes sense. It
did at the time.
The players always say in
interviews how the mo
ments they’ll miss most are
the ones in between games
on the team bus, the locker
room, or study tables. I see
what they mean now.
So here’s what I’m saying: It
doesn’t matter what profession
you’re in. Maybe you’re an
engineering student reading
this. Doesn’t matter. Just live
for the moment. Enjoy college
if you’ve still got a few years
left. That 8 a.m. class? Show up
an hour late. That test you have
tomorrow? A ‘B’ will suffice.
Because when it’s all said
and done, and when it’s time
to move on with life, the thing
you’re going to remember
most is the interview with the
cricket team guy in a coffee
shop just a few years ago.

Josh Peick — Assistant
sports editor
Where did the time go? It
felt like just yesterday I was
covering my first event, a men’s
club soccer weekend series
against Central Michigan and
Michigan State. GVSU won
the first game before losing
a heartbreaker against the
Spartans. I remember walking
over to talk with the coach and
players, nervous about asking
questions after a loss. To my
surprise everyone was happy
to be interviewed, a common
theme through my two years
working for the Lanthorn.
Working as a sports report

Lanthorn sports writers
reflect on time covering
GVSU atheltics

er gave me a behind-the-scenes
look into a Division II athletics
powerhouse. I have covered
everything from baseball to the
dance team to women’s basket
ball and quidditch club. I have
covered two Final Four teams
and a national runner-up.
After driving every weekend
to the Georgetown Ice Arena
to cover club hockey, traveling
to Kansas City for the women’s
soccer national championship
was a change of pace. From at
tending a free concert to eating
barbeque every day, the trip
was worth the 12-hour drive
through the night to arrive at
my house at 6 a.m. with only
Ramen in my pantry.
The experiences working
for the Lanthorn will be times
that I will never forget. Becom
ing close with the athletes and
coworkers was more than
worth giving up my weekends
and nights to finish my stories
at the last possible second
before deadline no matter how
much time I had to finish it.
Like this column, which
I finished well past deadline.
You’re welcome Beau.

Jacob Arvidson - Staff
writer
When I was assigned to
the track and field beat at
the beginning of the 2016
winter semester, I was very
excited. I had participated in
the sport as a senior in high
school and felt I had enough
knowledge to attempt to re
late with the GVSU athletes.
Sitting through long
meets which, at a minimum,
last at least five or six hours,
wasn’t always the most
riveting part of the job, but
it comes with its perks. I
can’t affirm this with 100
percent certainty, but I’d

LEAVING A LEGACY: The newly added video board at Lubbers Stadium (see above). Seniors Beau
Troutman, Josh Peick and Jacob Arvidson covered several sports for the Lanthorn. GVL I emily frye

like to think over time the
athletes and coaches noticed
my dedication and gave me
extra respect that I other
wise would not have earned.
The smile or the shouts for
joy when an athlete does
something spectacular isn’t
something that shows up on
the stat sheet. I was lucky
enough to witness many of
those reactions and could
ask the athletes about a spe
cific reaction, having been a
part of the moment myself.
GVSU head coach Jerry
Baltes has turned the Laker
program into a Division II
powerhouse. In my time
covering them, the men’s
and women’s teams seemed
to always be top-five in the
nation. Being able to talk
to the coaches and athletes
who are nationally recog
nized is something I’ll never
forget, but being able to
develop a personal relation
ship with many of them was
even more special.
Spending Saturday after
noons and evenings during
the winter and spring
combing through results
isn’t something I’ll miss,
but giving the numerous
athletes and coaches the
attention they deserve is
something I’ll miss greatly.
Track and field doesn’t
always get a lot of attention
and I took a lot of pride in
trying to bring them the at
tention I feel they deserve.
Yes, it’s my beat, so I’m
going to be slightly biased,
but when multiple athletes
graduate your program and
head to the Olympic trials,
I think you deserve some
recognition.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

KER EXCHANGE

some restrictions apply
email lakerexchange@lanthorn.com for more info on restrictions
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES EMAIL

lakerexchange(a)lanthom.com

Come visit the John Ball Zoo
this summer! We have a
variety of fun events planned
that we know you'll
enjoy, learn more at
wwwjbzoo.org.
If you’re interested in
making a colorful splash this
summer, then look no
further! Artsy Jazzy offers
unique designs for various
products such as cell phone
covers, tote bags, beach
towels, shirts, flip flops and
much more! These items are
creatively one-of-a-kind with
appealing artwork from a
local Grand Valley student
who’s planning to be
showcased in ArtPrize next
fall. So, set the fashion
trends this season while
having fun under the sun
with a cool 20% off your first
order! Don’t miss out at
www.artsyjazzy.com

Brian's Books: the better
bookstore! Now carrying
new and used book for
purchase and rent for the
Summer 2017 semester!
Located near the water
tower, it's worth the walk!
Guaranteed to save you
money!
Interested in taking more
credits? Register now at
Muskegon Community
College. Summer classes
start on May 15th and Fall
classes start on August 28th
Apply
today
at
muskegoncc.edu/apply.
Peppinos Pizza located
5065 Lake Michigan Dr.
offers lots of great food,
including a $6.95 1 item
pizza if you show your
college ID! Call them today
for more information
616-895-1615.
Employment

MeadowsCrossino
apartments

»</.

Looking for a job? Maybe
just for the summer or while
you go to school? Call
Express Employment
Professionals today at
616-499-2199. We have a
variety of positions all over
West Michigan and would
love to talk with you and help
you find work. Visit www
expressproslakeshore.com
for more information.

Daily Deals in Allendale is
hiring! It is located where
Save-A-Lot used to be.
Come check it out and pick
up an application!
MPI Research wants you to
embrace your future and
envision a career with more.
They are hosting a career
fair on April 24th from
3-8pm. It is at The Groves
Center located in
Kalamazoo. Contact
www.mpiresearch.com for
more information.
Work on Mackinac Island
This Summer - Make
lifelong friends. The Island
House Hotel and Ryba’s
Fudge Shops are seeking
help in all areas: Front Desk,
Bell Staff, Wait Staff, Sales
Clerks, Kitchen, Baristas.
Dorm Housing, bonus, and
discounted meals.
(906) 847-7196.
www theislandhouse.com

REALM of FLIGHT
bird show
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Looking for a male sublease
to move in at the end of
April. It is located at 9
Lexington SW Ave
Managed by Fulton Place
and is a 3 floor, 4 bedroom
townhouse. 2 bathrooms on
top and bottom floor,
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Find FREE CONDOMS
available to pick up
throughout campus and in
Ottawa County. Also, free to
low cost confidential STD
testing and birth control
options available at
www. m iOttawa. org
/SexualHealth
or call (616)396-5266.

Roommates
In search of one more
female roommate to round
out our roommate squad!
We live in Campus West, in
the 4 bedroom, 2 bathroom
townhouses. The rent is
$465 a month, with utilities
costing less than $30 a
month. We are 3 seniors
girls of varying degrees, who
are all laid-back, but still like
to have fun. Contact me at
cartshel@mail.gvsu.edu or
at (989)854-2626 for more
infol
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Have you lost a necklace?
One was found outside of
the Laker Marketplace. If
you have misplaced a
necklace, please contact
Susan Leonard at
616-617-8401.
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616-331-2460

Miscellaneous
Meadows Crossing is the
best off-campus housing in
Grand Valley apartments.
Our townhomes
and Allendale apartments in
Allendale offer modern
amenities, comfort, privacy,
and a great location.
Conveniently located at the
48th Avenue entrance to
Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale
campus. Schedule a tour
today and experience the
best off-campus, GVSU
apartments in the Allendale
rental market!

Looking for 2 subleasers to
take over my boyfriend and
I’s lease at Copper Beech
from now - end of lease in
July. Rent is $437 and
includes water, cable, and
internet. The only other cost
is electric. We are willing to
give up both our
security deposits ($300 per
room) because we need 2
people ASAPH
Please email me at
jimenezd@mail.gvsu.edu if
you’re interested or know
people that are looking for
summer housing.
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ANSWERS

includes kitchen electronics
and furnished bedroom.
Rent is $700 including
utilities, but it will increase
after summer to $750. The
current lease runs until the
end of July. You can contact
me at xiongc@mail.edu.

For rent: one 4-bedroom, 2
bathroom home and a 1-2
bedroom apartment located
in downtown Grand Rapids,
close to campus. The house
is $400 per bedroom, plus
utilities. The apartment is
$800, plus utilities. The
house is at 35 Indiana SW
and the apartment is at 43
Indiana. Call 724-8084 to
view or for more information.
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